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Figure I.1. Pier Paolo Pasolini, La terra vista dalla luna (The Earth as Seen 
from the Moon), 1966. Centro Studi / Archivio Pier Paolo Pasolini—
Cineteca di Bologna.

Figure I.2. La terra vista dalla luna.
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INTRODUCTION

Italy as Seen from the Moon

A dilapidated, humble Italy and a Technicolor fantasyland are 
boldly joined in these images (Figures I.1–I.2) from La terra 
vista dalla luna (The Earth as Seen from the Moon), Pier Paolo 
Pasolini’s contribution to the 1966 compilation film Le streghe 
(The Witches). We are at the Fiumara di Fiumicino, a subpro-
letarian neighborhood at the mouth of  the Tiber—just outside 
the Italian capital but as alien to it as a lunar terrain. Tourists 
might speed heedlessly past on their way to the airport, having 
consumed charming Mediterranean vistas, splendid antiquities, 
luxury fashion and design items—packaged together in adver-
tising images by such forces as Alitalia and the Italian ministry 
of  tourism, or by Emilio Pucci and Salvatore Ferragamo. Here 
children play in heaps of  trash among hovels—would-be villas, 
or villette, to match the meager means of  their inhabitants and 
most likely illegally erected—painted in bold colors, perhaps 
retouched for the film. This peripheral landscape Pasolini will 
juxtapose with the spectacular center of  Rome, the Coliseum. 
But even as he makes light of  that imperial emblem as an ob-
ject of  tourist littering and ready-made stage for the protago-
nists’ cash-raising exploits, Pasolini’s work reconsecrates the 
ramshackle, marginal world, seeing its humility as grandeur, 
its muteness as eloquence, its tragic-comedic resourcefulness as 
a “desperate vitality.”1 A mock-fantasy of  widowed father and 
son—played, respectively, by Totò and Ninetto Davoli clown-
ishly garbed and coiffed in exaggerated versions of  what each 
must deem the fashion adequate to his station—the film flies 
in the face of  the glossy, urbane cynicism that reflects the new 
standards of  the Italian economic miracle.2 

To this place they bring the perfect bride: a deaf-mute 
Silvana Mangano, whom we have seen earlier in Le streghe as 
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the impenetrable, alienated, high-fashion movie star in the ski 
lodge of  Luchino Visconti’s episode.3 Mangano is now dressed 
in a pea-green dress tied with yellow string, in turquoise stock-
ings and red slippers, all dangling off  her like the quaint garb 
of  a rag doll. As much a creature of  Technicolor as of  the 
painted slum, she arrives at her new home. What Totò dubs 
their “nest” in fact looks just like one: partly roofed with straw, 
it is improbably assembled with found objects and discards 
(Figure I.3). Ruins and remnants of  war meet here with fond 
memories of  an earlier popular culture, but also with postwar 
vestiges of  consumerism. Mangano sorts out the heaps: she 
tosses away a live hand-grenade that we hear explode off-screen 
but that cannot hurt her in her deafness. Then fabric bits, plas-
tic toys, a transistor radio (playing military marches), a framed 
Charlie Chaplin poster suggest a useless abundance that cannot 
conceal the destitution of  this pathetic habitat. In an instant, 
and as if  by magic, Mangano rearranges the shack in a colorful 
bricolage (Figure I.4).

Set in the desolate landscape, the pastiche décor is only 
partly a nostalgic allusion to the black and white lyricism of  
iconic postwar films: the shanties of  De Sica’s Miracle in Milan 

Figure I.3. La terra vista dalla luna. 
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(Miracolo a Milano, 1951) and The Roof (Il tetto, 1956), or of  Fellini’s 
Nights of  Cabiria (Notti di Cabiria, 1957). In all of  these, periph-
eral and makeshift, ramshackle housing is both the setting and 
the point of  pride, even a fantasy object, for the disinherited. 
A bit further back and more gravely, one recalls Rossellini’s 
ruinous heaps—the domain of  postwar childhood games at 
their most desperate in Open City (Roma città aperta, 1945), Paisà 
(1946), and Germany Year Zero (Germania anno zero, 1948). Even 
earlier and imported allusions surface: alongside Chaplin’s 
tramp, we locate a Fred Astaire top hat, the clochard utopia of  
René Clair’s À Nous la liberté (1931), or Jean Vigo’s image of  a 
wedding procession among decrepit village corners, puddles, 
and children in rags.4 But this nostalgic vision is revised as we 
consider that the plastic wares filling the scene—and to which 
the film’s garish color scheme responds—are already in their 
second life.5 Having made way for ever-updated gadgets, 
luxury furnishings of  sleekly designed, export-quality kitchens, 
Pasolini’s bold clutter of  plastic discards may upset modernist 
good taste yet does not retreat to moralistic functionalism. But 
even if  the modern is already aged or outmoded here, Pasolini 

Figure I.4. La terra vista dalla luna. 
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playfully transfigures its ruins, projecting them as a heteroge-
neous, flexible set. Out of  found and fabricated objects, frag-
ments, ruins that reach back to pre-Fascist, even premodern 
lore, he conjures up an image of  Italy as at once humble and pa-
rodic pastiche of  contemporary excess. And just as Mangano’s 
bricolage of  discarded residues—drawing on an overabundant 
cycle of  commodities that still cannot solve the economic or 
housing predicament of  these characters—is raised to a phan-
tasmic order akin to the filmmaker’s craft, so Pasolini out of  
this landscape, with its refuse of  modernity, assembles a pre-
cise, obverse vision of  Italy’s contemporary condition.

After a fatal fall from the Coliseum, having slipped, slapstick 
fashion, over a banana peel discarded by tourists, Mangano re-
turns from the dead to the Fiumicino hovel. As she appears on 
the threshold before the terrified Totò and Ninetto, her cool 
ethereal beauty is modulated by her shy insistence, upon their 
questioning, on her ordinary self-sameness: in this forsaken 
terrain being alive or dead, as the film concludes, is really one 
and the same. Does this moral imply that this humble setting 
is still vital enough to give a second life to a decrepit moder-
nity? Or, conversely, that to live in such a place is to be already 
dead—but perhaps to retain, like “a force from the past,” magi-
cal, reconstructive power?6 And where such frontiers can be 
crossed, other oxymorons proliferate: the plain and the lovely, 
the archaic and the belated, the everyday and the sacred re-
ciprocate fluently. In quintessential form Pasolini’s aesthetics, 
and his politics here, are predicated on a redemptive—even 
revolutionary—promise that in 1966 he still believed might be 
extracted on the periphery of  the Italian economic miracle: a 
reservoir of  archaic energy that feeds equally off  the ephemeral 
wares of  late-modern Italy as off  revenant neorealist visions.

The act of  filmmaking, according to the tradition mapped 
in this book, constitutes an imaginary reinhabiting of  the 
landscape. Such assertive use of  locations is posited as histori-
cal project and as cultural and aesthetic self-realization. In the 
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Italian postwar the reinhabiting of  the landscape is bound up, 
moreover, with the predicament of  reconstruction. It is figured 
in the act of  magic or transformation—even with the hum-
blest means—of  the witch Mangano’s redesigning the hovel: 
as a material, livable place, and as image. Pasolini’s metaphor 
of  putting one’s house in order thus imbues filmmaking with a 
sense of  function, of  necessity; but the physical setting also 
implicates an imaginary order, a cultural, social, and a psychic 
one. Guided by a broad chronology spanning from 1939 to the 
mid-1960s, I distinguish in this tradition exemplary films whose 
figuring of  space—as of  its cultural parameters and affective 
resonances—coalesces in four tropes, intimated by my chapter 
headings. My synoptic readings of  cinematic locations as privi-
leged sites, images, texts, imbue the specifics of  natural or urban 
settings with the charge of  longer traditions, as indeed of  con-
temporaneity. Other, polysemic terms enter this binding of  
past and present, local and national, material and symbolic con-
stitution of  locations. Pasolini’s use of  the marginal setting—
even from the relatively late perspective of  La terra vista dalla 
luna—already raised some of  these. For Pasolini engages force-
fully with an earlier tradition that, traversing postwar culture, 
we recognize as “neorealism.” One of  its primary discourses 
comprised the reappropriation of  Italy’s landscapes—often in 
a minor, regionalist key, but sometimes in a major, monumen-
tal one—to serve as an anti-Fascist national image. In this way 
the emphatic contemporaneity, even urgency of  the neorealist 
enterprise itself  had to confront diverse pasts, both recent and 
distant, inscribed in the location as cultural strata and as ruin-
ous fragments—some, as Pasolini intimates, still explosive.

With a view toward an understanding at once broader and 
more nuanced than is often granted this sometimes rusty term, 
I will revisit the central concept of  “neorealism” and a variety 
of  “realisms” whose paths it crosses. What should promptly de-
familiarize “neorealism” for many readers may be my emphasis 
on an oppositional modernist consciousness that dynamizes the 
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prefix of  the composite term. For a displacing and revisioning 
of  terms, fraught with historical and theoretical ambiguities, is 
symptomatic of  the neorealist enterprise. This introduction at-
tends to the principal semantic clusters, though terms will con-
tinue to be qualified in the course of  the book. The notion of  
modernism—we will soon acknowledge its accompanying anti-
modernist shadows—will itself  need to be revisited for the na-
tional and historical concerns at hand. What was neorealism’s 
dispute with Fascist modernization, or with Fascism’s absorp-
tion of  modernist aesthetic practices?7 How does the cinematic 
location situate the question of  neorealism at particular inter-
sections of  realist and modernist discourses? How was postwar 
cinema to tackle the flexibility of  these terms, their difficulties, 
their abuses, their need for renewal? Since one of  the purposes 
of  this book is to open and animate such terms in light of  par-
ticular cultures of  landscape and of  cinema, no shorthand defi-
nitions, no unitary style or single linear progression, will do: I 
have not come to simplify neorealism but to expand it, to mo-
bilize, not to dissolve its equivocations. What follows, then, is 
a preliminary opening of  the principal prospects, and of  some 
obscure corners, in view of  and sometimes against established 
limits.

Neorealism yielded exemplary encounters with the altered 
spaces of  the Italian postwar. In this arena, national and re-
gional cultures, distant and recent pasts, continuity and rupture 
overlapped in light of  what has come to pass. Arguably after 
architecture, which had to tackle and rebuild physical spaces 
proper, cinema was the art form most rigorous in confront-
ing the ruinous landscape, charting its provinces, figuring its 
dimensions, its rifts. Neorealism brought into play here a broad 
range of  perceptions, some raised long before the recent crises 
of  the Second World War and its aftermath. Yet that longer 
view, with which I am ultimately concerned, must be weighed 
against a more familiar, compactly circumscribed definition of  
neorealism as the film culture of  the Resistance and Liberation. 
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This could be periodized most narrowly from Roberto Rossellini’s 
1945 Open City through the end of  that decade, when produc-
tion picked up again in Cinecittà, and the lessons of  neorealism 
seemed to dissolve into pink.8 Elsewhere, I have reconstructed 
the narrative of  the Allied requisitioning of  Cinecittà for use, 
first whole and then in part, as a refugee camp from early June 
1944 through August 1950: this is one concrete way to date the 
high neorealist season.9

The lessons of  the compact historical definition are crucial 
even as one goes on to project them beyond the immediate cir-
cumstances. This definition posits the use of  location, along-
side other inventive cinematic solutions, as largely a product 
of  circumstances: the devastation of  studios, the paucity of  
film stock, and generally impoverished and chaotic conditions 
across the country infused the neorealist turn to new postwar 
spaces opened up by the ruins of  the old. The use of  actual 
locations also corresponded, certainly, with cinema’s new-
found commitment to reportage, to chronicle, to documenta-
tion of  the devastated state of  things in a period of  transition. 
At the same time, the rejection of  studio conventions was not 
iconoclastic: Italy’s ambiguous position as a vanquished na-
tion whose defeat was cast as liberation entailed a moderate 
anti-Fascist agenda. Major strands in neorealism responded to 
the prevailing need to mediate tensions under the heroic myth 
of  the Resistance and were ideologically geared to deflect a 
confrontational, revolutionary break feared by the emerging 
Christian Democratic force and its Allied support. Even as it 
claimed and internationally attained reputation as a revolution-
ary film culture, even as it aspired to break with institutional 
cinema as with the perceptual habits and blind spots of  the 
Fascist era, the efforts of  neorealism were geared toward na-
tional rebuilding and were restorative at that. Many films, and 
even aspects of  the boldest neorealist interventions, interior-
ized this ideology in their systems of  representation, as in their 
molding of  the location. They took upon themselves to forge 
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for post-Fascist Italy a myth of  origins, to support its expedient 
emergence out of  the ruins, to project and reconstruct a world 
not too heavily burdened with the crimes of  the old: this world, 
with all its insecurities, was an often sentimental place, allegori-
cally populated with children. Vittorio De Sica’s Bicycle Thieves 
(Ladri di biciclette, 1948) thus supports its bittersweet resolution 
of  tensions with what is, by and large, traditional continuity 
editing that circumscribes a coherent, secure, narrative space.10 
That earlier icon of  neorealism, Rossellini’s Open City, despite 
its adventurous circumstances of  production and its dynamic 
urban consciousness, took it upon itself  to bridge classes and 
ideologies, to displace conflicts from Italy, and from Italians, to 
the occupying Nazis. It has come to fulfill in this way an impor-
tant conciliatory role in the national and international public 
consciousness.

The ways in which neorealism forged symbolic coherence 
and unity out of  a deeply conflicted moment have been ad-
dressed in the literature.11 A humanist restorative impulse in 
neorealism was poised to avoid a deep questioning of  institu-
tions—of  actual state and social apparatuses and of  representa-
tional codes. At a time when anti-Fascist purges were cut back, 
when personnel in the film industry sooner or later regained 
their posts, when the surviving studios opted for bankable stars 
and safe genres—having to compete as well with the flooding of  
the market by American films—in this environment also some 
of  the boldest works would employ heroic or melodramatic 
idioms even as they turned their back on the studio, harnessed 
new social contents, and unveiled facets of  a hitherto unseen 
Italy.12 The historical tensions that neorealism contained none-
theless showed through the seams—often the most compelling  
aspects of  Rossellini’s Open City itself, as of  its exact contem-
porary Giorni di gloria (Days of  Glory, 1945), a documentary 
compilation production collaborated on by Mario Serandrei, 
Luchino Visconti, and Giuseppe De Santis, among others. In-
timations of  brutality, Manichaean characters, violent shifts of  
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style across sequences, juxtaposition of  reportage material with 
expressionist devices, incoherent spatial or narrative transitions 
evidenced the fragile surfaces of  neorealist cinema. These could 
also be traced on the margins of  neorealism, further beyond 
heroic or optimistic scenarios: for instance Alberto Lattuada’s 
Il bandito (The Bandit, 1946) and Senza pietà (Without Pity, 1948) 
enfolded in their noir or gangster frameworks—themselves 
deemed subversive after Fascism—an acute perception of  pe-
ripheral urban locations. These films spoke eloquently to the 
contemporary scene—the ruins of  war, the economic and so-
cial reality of  crime and the black market, the Allied presence, 
the African American GIs—even as they drew on genre codes 
and dramatic manipulation, as on the aura of  expressively lit 
settings and made-up stars.13

What emerge are the limitations of  hermetic neorealist 
definitions once one looks beyond strictly thematic concerns or 
an abstracted median of  “period style.” One might emphasize 
instead the productive openness of  neorealism to the tensions 
and pain of  its time, its self-consciousness as to the stakes in re-
constructing a community, remaking the culture, revisioning an 
Italian landscape-image: negotiating breaks and continuities—
but not as if  nothing happened. One might allow not only a 
broader range of  films—central and marginal, features, shorts, 
and documentaries—in the neorealist season but acknowledge 
trails of  influence and appropriation in the longer and deeper ex-
panses of  that era; acknowledge as well the eloquence of  rifts, of  
traumatic images. It is also against the conciliatory institutional 
rhetoric and sometimes populistic humanism of  neorealism 
that I discriminate in this book a handful of  works by directors 
whose careers negotiated most consciously with the neorealist 
historical-ideological center. On the margins preceding the high 
neorealist period I distinguish the earliest, documentary work 
of  Michelangelo Antonioni, whose sources and implications 
have been largely overlooked in studies of  neorealism. At the 
end point of  that era I trace Pasolini’s first project of  literary 
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adaptation. Both works—one proleptic, the other belated—
visited peripheral sites with questions of  Italy’s historical con-
tinuities and ruptures. Perhaps for their oblique position they 
manifest a self-consciousness quite distinct from that of  the he-
roic neorealist core. From within the heart of  the heroic period 
I single out Rossellini’s projection of  a broader European orbit 
in locating a neorealist project in Berlin, and Luchino Visconti’s 
assertive appeal to a classical and ornately theatrical landscape, 
whose wrought, monumental grandeur was at once central 
and exceptional in the neorealist canon. Experiences of  belat-
edness and displacement, anachronism and a thoroughly con-
temporary anxiety, animate all these works. Their oscillation, 
at every turn, between pastness and contemporaneity, grandeur 
and humbleness, center and periphery, entails a critical reflec-
tion on the stakes of  neorealism. Each refigures cinema’s role in 
the reconstruction of  space, of  cinematic perception, and of  the 
cultural imaginary of  Italy in a transitional time: its role in the 
reconstruction of  Italian consciousness itself  after Fascism.

A vexed, ambivalent modernism, laced with antimodernist 
impulses, troubles these works and itself  deserves a more nu-
anced interrogation than has been granted in film histories. 
This modernist perplexity, we will see, is sometimes related to 
neorealism’s forays into diverse realisms: to representational, 
epistemological claims in the mapping of  hitherto neglected 
terrains; to Italian regionalism as expressed in the history of  
art and literature; to the local, the minor, the quotidian land-
scape as it must come to terms, yet again, with modernity. 
This ambivalent engagement, while in part a response to the 
immediate past of  Fascism and the war, also developed con-
cerns launched in the preceding decade. The earliest articula-
tions of  a neorealist project betray an engagement with both 
realist and modernist genealogies breathing into the emphatic 
contemporaneity of  that project. It is perhaps this contem-
poraneity that propelled an initially literary ambition toward 
a cinematographic practice. Important, as well, was the way 
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in which the local and historical specificity of  neorealism in 
Italian culture appealed to wider European and international 
frameworks. Already in the early 1930s Umberto Barbaro—the 
art and literary critic who will turn film theorist, educator, 
and director—brought up the term “neorealism” in a literary 
context and as suggesting a direction for a new Italian avant-
garde. It was not immediately elaborated or followed through 
at the time, but his formulation nonetheless betrayed a desire 
for aesthetic renewal that would live up to other European de-
velopments of  the early twentieth century. In his 1932 preface to 
a translation of  Vsevolod Pudovkin’s writings, Barbaro raised a 
notion of  neorealism in a chain of  widely varied and far-reaching 
comparisons: “Certainly there are close ties between realism, 
neorealism, magic realism, Proust, Joyce, Neue Sachlichkeit and 
even surrealism that preoccupy the cultivated cineaste.”14 Gian 
Piero Brunetta considers that Neue Sachlichkeit—the “New 
Objectivity” of  Weimar art that grew out of  and defined itself  
against expressionism—was the prototype of  “neorealism.” 
Brunetta sees in Barbaro’s formulation the summation of  a first 
phase of  neorealist poetics based in the association of  literature 
and cinema and rendering neorealism, importantly, as an open 
term, marking a rupture with the linguistic, thematic, and ideo-
logical experience of  Italian culture. By the mid-1930s, however, 
this early and undeveloped theoretical discourse expires, as do 
most of  the avant-gardes in Barbaro’s European examples.

Yet something of  the bold joining of  a modernist narration 
and a realist-everyday setting, of  a meandering consciousness 
and a bare matter-of-factness invoked in Barbaro’s motley list 
survives—with or without a neorealist epithet. Consider how 
Giuseppe Pagano’s 1936 exhibition and book on Italian rural ar-
chitecture was also a photographic feat—in serial, grid-clusters 
of  images—seeking out “proto-modernist” elements in ver-
nacular constructions across diverse Italian regions. The synco-
pated modernist narration and chorale of  Sicilian voices in Elio 
Vittorini’s 1938–39 novel Conversazione in Sicilia (Conversation 
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in Sicily)—originally published in installments and later with 
photographic illustrations—unfolds within an accentuated re-
gionalist itinerary. At the same time, it was possibly a worldly 
outlook in Vittorini’s subsequent anthology of  translated 
American literature in 1942, set against a provincial Fascist 
“italianità,” that triggered censorship of  Vittorini’s original 
prefaces and notes. Alberto Lattuada’s 1941 photographic pam-
phlet Occhio quadrato (Squared Eye) located isolated figures in 
landscapes of  refuse and ruin that prefigured neorealism’s pre-
ferred locations and its itinerant beholders. Bare social margins 
and regionally marked spaces emerge, in these among other 
instances, as ground over which a modernist consciousness is 
explored in a contemporary landscape—often one on the brink 
of  disappearance, and photographically supported. This con-
sciousness traces here, already in the late 1930s and early 1940s, 
a meandering, fracturing, leveling perception that traverses the 
universal and the local: a modernist predicament that neverthe-
less commits to social content, to representation.

The exemplary early experience of  Luchino Visconti is of  a 
piece with these literary and photographic precedents. The val-
ues and tensions they raise are perhaps resifted, along with politi-
cal possibilities and impasses, and refocalized for the cinematic 
imagination nurtured during Visconti’s French sojurn, under 
the mentorship of  Jean Renoir, in the period of  the Popular 
Front. This is also the period of  the coming-to-consciousness of  
many Italian intellectuals after the mid-1930s, when the racist, 
imperialist, and militarist ambitions of  Fascism could no longer 
be ignored. Visconti’s conoisseurship of  French cinematic real-
ism widens the new internationalist vision of  Italian cinema. 
On location with Renoir’s Day in the Country (Partie de campagne, 
1936/1946) Visconti might have contemplated, as well, the cine-
matic appropriation of  earlier realist ground: how a local and 
national tradition could support a class-conscious modernity.15 
The social pathos of  Maupassant that infuses the minor event 
with shattering realization, the peripheral, reduced, but beloved 
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countryside of  Impressionist painting—both sources for Day 
in the Country—could be considered in relation to the tragic 
contemporaneity of  Renoir’s Toni (1934). The harsh workaday 
reality of  Toni’s quarry locations unfolding in depth-of-field 
cinematography that firmly places persons in their milieu; the 
accented French that amplifies the regionalist setting with no 
concessions to folklore niceties; the faits divers, local newspaper 
source of  the tale; the social and economic pressures narrativ-
ized in Renoir’s film make Toni the more obvious precedent to 
neorealism. Yet for its appeal to a longer modernity as to realist 
traditions across the arts, it is the lesson of  Day in the Country 
that must have enriched Visconti’s consciousness of  cinema’s 
unique negotiation of  high and low, of  pastness and contempo-
raneity. Between these two films he must have already discerned 
the trajectory of  Renoir’s studies of  regions, classes, responses 
to social impasses: a trajectory that traverses different phases of  
modernity and juxtaposes local, traditional values with modern 
lacks and anxieties. These are not alien to the world of  Giovanni 
Verga, nor to that of  James M. Cain’s The Postman Always Rings 
Twice, a copy of  which Renoir was to give to Visconti on the eve 
of  the war.

In Visconti’s reading of  Cain, as in so much of  his later 
work, a bold joining of  sources and modes of  perception per-
haps harked back in some sense to Barbaro’s above-cited specu-
lations on a multifarious neorealist modernism. Upon first 
encounter with the rushes of  Ossessione in 1943, Visconti’s editor 
Mario Serandrei recognized, with astonishment, the adequacy 
of  a neorealist epithet in confronting the bold continuity and 
rupture embodied in this film.16 Continuity, as in Barbaro’s im-
mediate insight in 1943 on the affinities between these cinematic 
images of  the Po River landscapes and fifteenth-century paint-
ing of  the Ferrara workshop described by his friend, the art 
historian Roberto Longhi. Continuity, as that of  painting when 
it could still integrate regional realism with the sacred charge 
of  biblical themes, or as in the plenitude of  a longer, slower 
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rural temporality, like that of  the river’s constant backdrop.17 
Rupture, because emerging from beneath the smooth hori-
zontal surfaces of  Ossessione’s river landscapes one sensed from 
the first shot a disruptively modern, urban anxiety—imported 
along with Cain’s American hard-boiled sensibility—fracturing 
any empathetic or harmonious joining of  protagonists and 
environment. The sordid tale of  murderous passion inscribes 
pressures at once psychic, social, and formal in the rural locale, 
disturbing its placid hierarchies, refusing consolation at every 
turn. The narrative of  interruptions, accidents, disturbed de-
sires, failed resolutions itself  figures as a looming contingency 
while in the deeper planes of  the image the threshing of  grain 
in the fertile plots between the levees of  the river Po goes on, 
as it always has, without relief. Produced during the already un-
stable conditions of  the war, Ossessione’s mournful appeal to an 
imagined regional and pictorial plenitude was itself  a response 
to thoroughly contemporary pressures. The interference of  
contemporary lacks and desires with a continued past, the 
anxiety and nostalgia that mark the Italian landscape in these 
formative moments of  neorealism, disclosed the cinematic lo-
cation as a transitional terrain.

The neorealist turn to earlier realist traditions—cinemato-
graphic and more broadly art historical or literary, Italian and 
imported—was then undertaken in implicit critique of  Fascist 
rhetoric and its rural ideology. But it might have been also a 
response to Fascist culture’s attempts—in part successful—for 
the domestication of  modernism and the taming of  the avant-
gardes. The tracing in neorealism—even against progressive 
commitments—of  an antimodern nostalgia may have itself  
been in critique of  Fascism’s appropriation of  an all too flexible 
modernism; yet the ideological connotations of  antimodernism 
themselves risk regression.18 The divided conscience—and 
consciousness—of  neorealism is inscribed in the constitution 
of  the term: I already proposed that the “neo” prefix betrays 
here the need to consider realism itself  through a modernist 
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lens yet embedded at another level a critique of  modernism’s 
availability to Fascist culture. This folding-over, restorative 
and revisionary mobilizing of  terms is itself  a symptom of  
midcentury modernism—and underlies the specific investiga-
tions of  the following chapters. One might acknowledge the 
productively recurrent confrontation of  modernist and real-
ist discourses, in varying ideological shades and depths, in the 
tradition that I distinguish in Italian Locations. My analyses will 
suggest that neorealism consciously reflected on such cultural 
and aesthetic modes and developed tropes by which to negoti-
ate and test them—on location and as pertaining to an Italian 
landscape-image.

Defining realism as an agent of  modernity—one readily 
thinks of  the nineteenth-century European novel, or of  paint-
ing in the age of  national unifications—Fredric Jameson de-
scribes modernism as the critical reinhabiting of  the new space 
that realism has produced. He argues for imbricating formal 
or aesthetic considerations in the cultural logic of  periodizing 
modes of  labor, institutional organization, social relations, and 
exchange forms. Jameson dwells on the constructive role of  re-
alism in transitional historical moments of  the coming to con-
sciousness, self-definition, and cultural legitimacy of  classes or 
groups through the appropriation of  an oppositional language 
vis-à-vis an ancien régime: realist practices define themselves 
against older institutional orders, conventions, academicisms. 
In claiming not simply an authentic expressive idiom but an 
epistemological force that would produce the “real,” or the 
“referent,” of  the new order, diverse realisms thus articulate the 
new identities of  national, ethnic, or other minorities, in a new 
spatial order. A broad, “elaborate” coding of  such realism, once 
it begins to earn legitimacy and claim universality, may be sub-
sequently unmasked for its own conventions and fallacies. But 
another, minor order of  “restricted” realisms can maintain an 
oppositional potentiality against the broader dominant codes. 
An oppositional realism might maintain the epistemological 
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claim of  a representational language, might resist abstracting 
itself  from the “content” of  the realist enterprise, might resist 
withdrawing into the autonomy and purity of  modernism, or 
dissolving in the allusive cultural ransacking of  the postmodern. 
Jameson notes film history’s recapitulation of  the three-act 
periodization—realism, modernism, postmodernism—in com-
pressed and multiple forms: within diverse national cinemas, 
within diverse cultural subspheres and modes of  production, or 
reenacted in view of  media and technological developments, as 
in the history of  silent film, or of  color film, or of  video. Such 
overlapping and en-abyme histories break a dominant linear or 
evolutionary interpretation of  the three-act scenario, inviting 
degrees of  repetition, digression, splitting, and even reversal.19

One appreciates the productiveness of  a subtle, fluid reci-
procity between Jameson’s “oppositional realism” and the more 
acute self-consciousness of  modernism.20 I wish to consider it 
for the Italian postwar: to acknowledge the realist ethos as a 
natural ally in a national project of  reconstruction but also to 
consider its modernist critical elements. This bifurcated model 
allows for more nuanced formal and cultural evaluation of  ma-
terials that, in fact, do not easily cohere on the surface. The 
oppositional realism that I ascribe to Antonioni, Rossellini, 
Visconti, and Pasolini is representational, largely narrative, and 
plagued by ambivalences, as was the more easily assimilable or 
“elaborate” coding of  the conciliatory neorealist mainstream 
that attended to similar landscapes. But it is an oppositional 
stance—an aesthetic far more complex, bold, and demanding 
than could be conceived by a mainstream realism—that opens 
doors through these works for the rethinking of  modernism 
itself. For modernism—I already noted—was itself  tainted by 
Fascism and the war. Its contents and uses bent and exploited, 
modernism thus became an inherited past, a “reality,” as it 
were, or a ruin itself  in need of  neorealist reconstruction. How 
might neorealism reinhabit modernity, revise it without ef-
facing its achievements, harness its energies for remaking a 
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landscape-image, for remaking cinema? How might neorealism 
approach an aged, damaged modernism while also engaging 
a demiurgic potential that—as Pasolini’s episode suggested—
cinema can figure so well as setting, as image, as guide to life, 
even after death?

Another term might be adopted for the returns and revi-
sions proposed above. I borrow T. J. Clark’s notion of  “con-
tingency” from Farewell to an Idea: Episodes from a History of  
Modernism, where it describes modernity’s turning “from past 
to future, the acceptance of  risk, the omnipresence of  change, 
the malleability of  time and space.”21 Clark reminds us that 
contingency is a process that must be grappled with as it seeks 
compensation in cult figures, mass movements, and totalitarian 
regimes. The internal ambivalence and continued struggle of  
modernist contingency regathers representational substance in 
the Second World War and prompts Clark’s startling excursus 
on Italian neorealism in the mournful conclusion to his book. 
No false certainties of  an earlier modernity, no celebration of  
modernist flexibility, liberty, an all-leveling utopia, yet a long-
ing survives in Clark’s snapshots of  neorealist moments from 
Rossellini’s Paisà and Visconti’s Rocco and His Brothers (Rocco e i 
suoi fratelli, 1960), or Antonioni’s L’avventura of  the same year—
and still within Clark’s trajectory. A sense of  “teeming human-
ity and mercilessness and nature”—Clark cites Italo Calvino 
here—must not flatten our view of  neorealism’s engagement 
with a modernist past. We have seen the claim to modernist 
and avant-garde genealogies embedded in the earliest attempts 
to define neorealism, and of  which Calvino would have been 
well aware. But this was now, after the war, an altered engage-
ment with modernist contingency, tempered by atrocious expe-
riences suffered by “communists, humanists, Resistance fighters, 
survivors of  the camps.”22 It is the divided consciousness, the 
sense of  return and projection of  a past that must be revisited 
and altered that gives neorealism its exemplary role in Clark’s 
history of  modernism. A confrontation with the cinematic 
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location afforded perceptions of  loss, division, displacement, 
and thereby the overlapping of  historical strata as theme and 
as aesthetic consciousness inescapable at that moment. Not 
withdrawn from history, postwar contingency is internalized in 
neorealism’s arbitration of  defeat, of  the anguish, the rifts that 
tore through twentieth-century Europe.

Among critics contemporary with the neorealist core, it 
was already a broad European perspective that afforded nu-
anced evaluation of  the potentialities and the exemplariness 
of  the Italian experience. André Bazin was perhaps the first to 
analyze how a radicalization of  contingency—without severing 
altogether the temporal bonds of  cinematic representation—
induced neorealism’s break with the illusionist transparency 
of  the classical style. Bazin’s ontological realism, refined in 
his reading of  Rossellini, suggested to subsequent critics and 
practitioners alike a link between neorealism and New Wave 
modernisms. His analysis of  Paisà demonstrates how neorealist 
narrative recedes into the setting to expose, between the filmic 
inscription of  “facts,” rifts and ellipses that interfere with con-
ventional verisimilitude.23 In its place, a realism embedded in 
the movie camera’s photographic indexicality, its imprinting of  
an integral, continuous surface, adjoins the opacity of  persons, 
actions, places in the profilmic world. This “objective” reality 
also effects the temporal threads that make an existential ethic 
of  the neorealist aesthetic, in that they implicate the projected 
past in the spectator’s unfolding present.

Against the constancy of  the horizontal terrain of  the Po delta 
in the last segment of  Paisà, eruptions of  action punctuate the 
duration—itself  erratically distributed—of  minor or nonevents 
in the elliptical short-story format of  this episode. One can envi-
sion Bazin’s sense of  awe in the face of  the striking extension of  
duration and space that makes palpable the real time it takes for 
a battered old boat to traverse a stretch of  swamp, be dragged 
over islets of  mud and reeds, loaded with the corpse of  a parti-
san whose dead weight is as plainly communicated as the sign 
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“Partigiano” tagged on to it. One juxtaposes this with the el-
liptical narration of  the episode’s ostensibly central event: the 
Nazi massacre at Maddalena’s house. Alluded to in a flash of  
distant gunfire and a quick whisper, its aftermath unfolds in 
a not-quite-coherent point-of-view tracking shot over the 
underlit dock where only a child’s cry draws attention to the 
indistinct dark masses: the corpses scattered about. This out-
of-sync cry—experienced, thereby, as an isolated, concrete en-
tity emerging, as it were, from the image as a whole, or from a 
horrific elsewhere—multiplies the opacity, the intrusiveness, the 
shock of  the representation. An almost “primitivist” simplifica-
tion of  shot/reverse shot, alternating in the film with obstruc-
tions of  continuity editing, accompanies Rossellini’s increasing 
recourse in the late 1940s and early 1950s to quotidian actions, 
nondramatic passages of  walking, looking, waiting. Bazin saw 
in Paisà’s confrontation with “facts,” with the surfaces of  an 
otherwise unavailable reality, an ethic of  perception consis-
tent with the altered historical consciousness of  the postwar.24 
Internalized in the film’s means of  articulation, contingency 
thus interferes with the conventional illusionism of  the studio 
style. An opaque material reality, amplified on location, exposes 
the shot to contingency and thus epitomizes neorealism’s ap-
peal to cinema’s photographic provenance, in which Bazin 
grounds much of  his critical project. There is a way in which 
what is addressed in Bazin’s ontological realism are the condi-
tions and limitations of  the medium, the reality of  an opaque 
inscription—be it of  the Po River delta in Paisà or, elsewhere, 
of  the written page in Robert Bresson’s literary adaptations—
endowed with a consciousness that we would call modernist.25 

The linear, prosaic “facts” that nonetheless interfere, as Bazin 
suggests, with narrative causality and flow effected an episodic 
chronicle form in shorts and feature films, both fiction and 
documentary, in this tradition. The significance of  its attendant 
tropes—metonymy, digression, spatiotemporal dilation, and 
the disjointing of  action from time—enters Gilles Deleuze’s 
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valorization of  neorealism’s means of  articulation as a response 
to the “dispersive and lacunary reality” of  postwar Europe. 
Neorealism inaugurates an altered sense of  space, the salient 
temporality of  its unfolding, and of  its perception: all elements 
seem pulled apart and amplified in isolation.26 In Bazin’s foot-
steps Deleuze identifies what is, in effect, an evolved modern-
ist consciousness of  temporality in neorealism’s mediating of  a 
historical passage from the events of  the war and liberation to 
the prosaic concerns of  the everyday. Deleuze’s theoretical pe-
riodizing, his projection of  a crisis in cinematic consciousness 
across the divide of  the Second World War, supports a reading 
of  neorealism, and of  Rossellini in particular, as inspirations for 
the Cahiers du cinéma critics and filmmakers who brought about 
the French New Wave a decade later. Here, as in the Italian radi-
calization of  neorealist perception—consider Antonioni’s “in-
terstitial” mode—the quotidian spaces gaping between events 
destabilized dramatic values and genre certainties in a critical 
revisitation of  cinematic form and of  the politics of  representa-
tion, tout court.27

The closest Italian correlate to the radical implications of  
the French critical tradition might be found in the practice of  
Antonioni, but it is approached early on—and with the rhe-
torical conviction of  a manifesto—in the writings of  Cesare 
Zavattini. From the 1940s through the 1960s Zavattini employed 
“neorealism” to describe a range of  practices, much wider than 
the urgent postwar thematic-historical scope of  the neorealist 
core. He considered that the circumstances of  the war and its 
aftermath shocked the viewer to attend to minute but revela-
tory detail in the fabric of  the everyday. From within the for-
mative core of  neorealism he called, already in 1942, for “One 
Minute of  Cinema” wherein the brief  action, documented on 
film, would give rise to analytic elaboration. This fed Zavattini’s 
later idea of  the film-lampo, the “flash-” or “blitz-film” springing 
from a concrete fact, singled out and illumined in a process of  
reconstruction.28 In this avant-garde vision the filmmaker pene-
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trates and occupies, as it were, the fractured, leveled reality 
opened up by the war and confronting the camera. The most 
banal event—like buying a pair of  shoes—fully set in its milieu, 
in its network of  circumstances and consequences, is suited to 
cinema’s intensity of  vision and thereby to its epistemological 
mission and to its social charge. Like Bazin, Zavattini consid-
ered the “moral impulse” of  the everyday event, defamiliarized 
in its “longest and truest duration”: “give us whatever ‘fact’ 
you like, and we will disembowel it, make it something worth 
watching. . . . The [neorealist] question is: how to give human 
life its historical importance at every minute.”29 Here too con-
tingency informs cinematic temporality, singling out the claim 
of  every instance, dramatic or no, endowing “historical impor-
tance” and existential value to the banal, the ephemeral. The 
practical value of  this ideology for cinematic practice is evi-
dent. In fact Zavattini posits techniques of  interruption, repeti-
tion, and dilation against assembly-line capitalist modes of  film 
production, thus harnessing a new cinematic temporality and 
an assertive, revolutionary appropriation of  the site of  action. 
Little of  Zavattini’s own practice as screenwriter—his contribu-
tion to De Sica’s Sciuscià (Shoe Shine, 1946), Bicycle Thieves, or 
Umberto D. (1952)—applies these radical insights as rigorously 
as his manifesto-style writings propose. Giorgio De Vincenti 
observes how, in the course of  the years, and with renewed 
vigor in his collaborative projects of  the 1960s–70s, Zavattini 
went on to dub, in his picturesque language, this cinematic 
doubling of  the presentness of  an event a cinematic “being on 
the piazza”—as in a “happening.” His neorealism thus evolved 
to urban ethnography, cinéma vérité, radical interrogations of  
contemporary sites of  daily life via cinematic strategies inher-
ited from neorealism.30

These aspects of  Zavattini’s social ethic and aesthetic, or of  
Rossellini’s practice promoted by Bazin, do not seem ostensibly 
concerned—as is Visconti—with precedents in the longer lin-
eage of  realist and modernist traditions. Yet for its legitimation 
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as for its far-reaching ambition, the development of  an opposi-
tional, yet locally resonant, Italian idiom drew on broad cultural 
capital, as much as it drew on a chronicle of  the contingent, for 
its compound self-definition. The work undertaken in this book 
elaborates and intensifies, in a sense, the network of  histories, 
genealogies, and affective connotations of  the Italian cinematic 
landscape that I have cast above, attending to its formal depar-
tures, to its interference with the inherited traditions. My critical 
approach to canonical and minor works is itself  meant to enrich 
and complicate the larger picture even as it opens up particular 
texts to diverse discourses, affinities, uses. I negotiate cultural 
histories and close readings in a trajectory of  tropes, which in-
troduce another logic to bind the play of  sources, traditions, 
media, and cinematic forms. These tropes—“Aerial,” “Ruinous,” 
“Choral,” “Archaic”—make salient historical and formal itiner-
aries, the perception of  continuities and ruptures, distance and 
proximity, figure and ground. They afford horizontal and verti-
cal cross-cuts turned to past and to future, and even to our time. 
While some might suggest auteurist motifs, these tropes do not 
propose exclusive or airtight affinities but reach more broadly 
through cultural and aesthetic paradigms that support my histo-
riographic interventions.

While not offering a comprehensive history of  the era, I 
have found it edifying to maintain chronology along my prin-
cipal films intimating, at points, a revisionary periodization 
that defamiliarizes neorealist historiographies. My placing of  
Michelangelo Antonioni first—which no critical account of  
neorealism has undertaken—may already be seen as a polemi-
cal breaching of  neorealist definitions. This is matched by a re-
mapping of  Rossellini’s neorealist coming-to-consciousness in 
a delayed, and displaced, response to the trauma of  war. Jointly, 
while doing much of  the work of  historical setting, the first 
two chapters foreground the flexibility of  neorealism as a fruit-
fully open, polysemic term, symptomatic of  the transitional 
historical moment. Against the pressing and immediate past 
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addressed in the first half  of  the book, my work on Visconti 
and Pasolini evokes longer historical spans and archaic reser-
voirs in their uses of  locations. This is effected in part by the 
redemptive charge of  their cinematography—the beauty of  
images that connote high-pictorial values—even as it elicits 
revolutionary energy in their time-honored landscapes. The 
two-part division of  Italian Locations in light of  such temporal 
modes is evidently challenged, at the same time, by the central 
pairing of  Germany Year Zero and La terra trema, both of  1948: 
high-neorealist expressions vis-à-vis the decidedly off-center, 
critical consciousness of  Antonioni and Pasolini.

Antonioni’s early writing, photography, and first documen-
tary production will serve to reposit an as yet unnamed neo-
realism as a recasting of  modernist aspirations in the “mold 
of  his native landscape.”31 In mapping regionalist-modernist 
intersections under late-Fascist culture, I draw a hitherto un-
acknowledged genealogy for Antonioni’s imaginary of  the 
landscape. The “aerial” trope, which seems to remove a tem-
poral, narrative principle in favor of  a pure, abstracted image 
predicated on distance and withdrawal, nonetheless acquires 
historical and local definition. While figuring Antonioni’s con-
tinued search for an “intelligence” of  place, it comes to be ir-
revocably marked by the circumstances of  production in a 
devastated setting, by loss, by contingency as the historical con-
dition of  midcentury modernism.

Across the divide of  the war, the urban ruins evidencing 
atrocities, defeat, death inscribe the body of  Rossellini’s cinema 
and his problematic of  reconstruction. I chart Rossellini’s delayed 
interiorizing of  contingency in his move from Paisà to Germany 
Year Zero. A displacement of  the postwar predicament—from 
Italy to Germany, from the aftermath of  Fascism to that of  
Nazism—must have been a necessary condition for Rossellini’s 
realization of  the pervasiveness of  the ruin, the horror, the 
guilt manifest everywhere as a physical, moral, psychic condi-
tion, and infecting any articulation, any image. As both material 
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evidence and as allegorical figure, Rossellini’s ruinous landscape 
speaks eloquently to contemporary discourses on commemo-
ration. It adjoins neorealism’s attention to human habitation, 
which itself  comes to reflect on the question of  reconstruction 
and the monument after Fascism.

The family habitation, an age-old communal coherence, 
confronting a modern consciousness and a will to change, is 
refracted in the resonant, embracing landscape of  Luchino 
Visconti’s La terra trema. Cycles of  labor and commerce, social 
exchange, habits and traditions are seen in La terra trema to be 
as old as the human glance upon nature and not inclined to 
change. The theatrical, choral spatiality of  the Sicilian land-
scape evokes here an enclosed mythical space. Yet its drama of  
“man and nature” seems posited against modern temporality, 
with its leveling of  spaces, its openness to the future. Archaic 
and contemporary domains are mediated in Visconti’s turn to 
nineteenth-century Italian modernity—literary, pictorial, and 
photographic—in which to ground his project. When com-
pared with the immediate pasts evoked in the first two chap-
ters of  this book, Visconti’s project evidently departs toward 
a sweeping historical temporality. How to bring such a deep 
past into cinematic contemporaneity, into a modern political 
program? Visconti rehearses here the contradictions of  his 
own verista sources, yet his command of  voices joins them in a 
chorale of  historical force. This chorale embodies—even in the 
final silence, or sound, of  the sea—a force of  nature, the land-
scape itself  as participant in the revolutionary drama.

I launched this discussion by observing the ways in which 
Pasolini will have come to locate in the peripheral landscape 
of  the 1960s remnants of  an archaic order perched on the brink 
of  loss, now exacerbated not by war but by the ravages of  neo-
capitalist speculation and commodity culture. This posits the 
most severe break in the continuity of  the Italian landscape as 
occurring not in the war and its immediate aftermath but with 
the economic miracle and Italy’s accelerated modernization in 
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the 1950s and 1960s.32 While all filmmakers studied here are en-
gaged in reconstructive projects, Pasolini’s figuring of  his loca-
tions out of  myths and ruins, ancient and modern, marginal 
and monumental—and including neorealism itself—is per-
haps the most conflicted. Can the reservoir of  the archaic that 
Pasolini locates in the urban subproletariat and the peasantry—
first on the periphery of  Italian cities, then on the margins of  
Europe, and finally as far as the Arabian peninsula, sub-Saharan 
Africa, or Nepal—assuage the ravages of  modernity? Can it de-
flect the tragic end that prevails everywhere in Pasolini’s narra-
tives when people act to improve their lot, or when they stand 
up against power and its institutions? Can it temper the violent 
rifts in the age-old continuity of  the Italian landscape? On the 
margins of  modernity, where the archaic is a contemporary 
condition, Pasolini’s films open a temporal breach, giving rise 
to deliberate anachronisms and displacements. His bold invo-
cation of  an archaic past in the unrelenting present inflects, as 
well, the constitution of  his cinematic image. The deceptively 
plain frontality, the luminous simplicity of  Pasolini’s images 
project a demiurgic force of  transformation.

This still-redemptive vision of  the mid-1960s Pasolini him-
self  will come to reject in his “abjuration” a decade later of  
such enclaves of  archaic potency as we will see orchestrated in 
The Gospel according to Matthew (Il Vangelo secondo Matteo, 1964) 
or as just glimpsed in La terra vista dalla luna. He will come to 
lose faith in such promises, generated by neorealism, and de-
velop the conviction that only violence, shock, or despair could 
constitute a filmmaker’s response to the vicious circle of  power, 
domination, and morbid consumption embedded in what he 
diagnosed as the Fascist fabric of  neocapitalism. Pasolini’s mur-
der in 1975—in Ostia, in a spot nearby and very much like the 
Fiumara di Fiumicino where we began—corroborated what is 
surely the bleakest vision of  this time. Pasolini’s last projections 
were of  a vacuous Italy, homogenized by corporate mergers 
and consumer culture that subjugates bodies, identities, the 
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nation as one, to the all-consuming morbid power of  com-
modities and the media. Inevitably this admonishing vision was 
largely ignored in the following decade when so many, even in 
the Italian left and the intelligentsia along with the media at 
large, were absorbed in the commercial spin of  massive private 
conglomeration championed by Silvio Berlusconi and com-
pany in the 1980s. Italy is living its results today.

Was it already lurking in Rossellini’s 1954 Journey to Italy 
(Viaggio in Italia) where “Motta” advertising boards litter the road 
to the mythical plenitude of  Naples, and where only a miracle 
can replenish a vacuous, contemporary relationship? Conversely, 
can a redemptive perception, like that of  the Technicolor terrain 
of  La terra vista dalla luna, survive in more recent returns: as in 
Antonioni’s aerial visitation in the 1990s to various neorealist 
and other regional locations, removed, vacated as if  after a cata-
clysmic transfiguration? Are these empty tourist fantasies of  pic-
turesque retreats, or of  endlessly gratifying Mediterranean isles 
floating along with contemporary Europe toward a featureless 
and dissipated future? To arrive at such questions we must first 
return to earlier efforts, trace the cinematic transmutation of  a 
location through a formative time.


